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Reagan voices support for prayers in school
COLUMBUS (AP) - A Bible-quoting
President Reagan stirred excitement
among a friendly church group yesterday in a speech calling for adoption
of the school prayer amendment and
a halt to abortions as a means of birth
control.
The president was interrupted by
applause 17 times during his 30-minute address to about 1,500 members of
the National Association of Evangelicals, a broad-based group representing 4 million ministers and lay
members of 38,000 churches across

the country.
Twice he received standing
ovations, once when he deplored the
1962 U.S. Supreme Court decision
which outlawed prayer in the schools
and again when he asked the convention delegates to work with him "to
show the world that America is still
one nation, under God."
Reagan was whisked in and out of
Ohio's capital city, which he had not
visited since October 1982, on a brief

stop paid for with tax funds and billed the nation's economic recovery and
as non-political.
defended his administration's policies
VS. Reps. Chalmers Wylie. R-Co- toward the Soviet Union and Central
lumbus, and Michael DeWine, R-Ce- America.
darville, both seeking re-election this
year, were introduced to the crowd
He was more conciliatory regardafter riding in with Reagan aboard ing the Soviet Union than he was a
Air Force One. Columbus' newly year ago when he addressed the same
elected mayor, Republican Dana group in Orlando, Fla., characterizRinehart, also traveled from Wash- ing that nation as "an evil empire."
ington with Reagan.
This time, he said the United States
REAGAN'S SPEECH was far-rang- must continue to negotiate with the
ing. In addition to the moral issues Soviets "from strength and in good
which he stressed, he also pointed to faith. If the new Soviet leadership is

willing, we will renew our efforts to
ease tensions between the East and
West."
On the school prayer issue, currently being debated in the VS. Senate, Reagan asked the evangelicals to
let their representatives in Congress
know of their concerns. "If this
amendment receives a two-thirds
vote in the Senate, it can come up for
a vote in the House. But neither will
happen without your support," he
Reagan quoted the Chronicles to

boost his call for the amendment. He
said the Scriptures contain a promise
from God that when people pray
humbly, "then will I hear from
Heaven, and forgive their sin and heal
their land."
The president said "abortions as a
means of birth control must be
stopped," although he made no specific proposal. He said that if Americans rise above bitterness and
reproach, "we could find positive
solutions to the tragedy of abortions this we must do."

Appointment justified
by Mark Dl Vincenzo
stall reporter

University President Paul Olscamp
was justified in appointing Dr. Richard Eakin to serve as acting president
while Olscamp is in Europe, Richard
"It was Olscamp's prerogative" to name Eakin acting
president.
- Richard Edwards
Edwards, vice president of University
Relations, said yesterday.
The University president can
choose anyone he wants for a position
if the Board of Trustees approves his
decision, Edwards said, and Olscamp
is no exception.
"It was Olscamp's prerogative" to
name Eakin, vice president for planning and budgeting, acting president,
he said.

bg news staff/Sot

University dancers

„,

Long hours of practice everyday of the week including eight hours on Sunday, are part of being a University Performing
Dancer. Lori Anderson, junior psychology major and a two-year member of the dance troup. practices "Rigmarole which was
choreographed by Deborah Tell, assistant director of the University Performing Dancers. The dancers will be performing on
March 8. 9 and 10 in the Main Auditorium in University Hall.

0uC meanxiiag tt> the Marvfi 11, 1961,
minutes of the Board of Trustees
meeting, the provost/executive vice
president would become the acting
Bresident if the president is absent.
r. Hollis Moore, University president in 1981. was being treated in the
Medical College of Ohio Hospital in
Toledo for a brain tumor and Dr.
Michael Ferrari became acting president.
"The resolution that was approved
by the Board of Trustees when Dr.
Moore was ill in March, 1981, was a

resolution which pertained only to Dr.
Moore's administration,'' Edwards
said. "No implications were made
that it (the resolution) would go on
forever and ever."
Assistant to the President Philip
Mason said the resolution was meant
to "clarify an informal understanding
that Ferrari would take over for Dr.
Moore. The Board's resolution was
only intended to apply to that time
(1981) and no other.
Edwards said "operating" policies
such as changes in (he titles and roles
of administrators are not obliged to
carry over from one administration to
another as "University fundamental
and institutional" policies are.
Ferrari, provost/executive vice
president during Moore's administration, was in charge of budget and
planning, student affairs and academic affairs. In Olscamp's administration, there are separate vice
president positions for what was, in
Moore's administration, the responsi'rfftetrh/verafty
charter says the Wee president of
academic affairs "shad have the
overall responsibility for the operation and development of the academic
area." Dr. Eloise Clark is the vice
president for academic affairs.
The provost's job in Moore's administration is similar to the vice president of academic affairs' fob in
Olscamp's administration "to the extent that they are both responsible for
academic affairs at the university,"
Edwards said, but Olscamp did not
have to appoint Clark.

John Glenn tries'Southern twist' to win votes on'Super Tuesday'
WASHINGTON (AP) -With the endorsement of a South Carolina congressman and new ads with a
"Southern twist" in his pocket, Sen.
John Glenn toured Alabama yesterday while campaign officials underscored his appeal as the moderate
alternative.
Press Secretary Michael McCurry
said the Ohio Democrat will spend
this week campaigning in Alabama,
Georgia and parts of Florida prior to
the March 13 "Super Tuesday" of
primaries and caucuses.

McCurry said Glenn is running in
the South as the only moderate alternative to Walter Mondale, Gary Hart,
George McGovern and Jesse Jackson.
"What we're trying to do is remind
voters that the party has gotten a
good tradition of sort of mainstream,
middle-of-the-road thinking, particularly in the South, that has always
been the key to electoral success in
general elections," McCurry said.
"And if we go with a candidate that
is perceived as being a liberal, it's

going to be very difficult for the
Democratic Party to win in November."
McCurry said the new Glenn campaign ads cut Monday, portray the
candidate as a moderate alternative
to his opponents. Yesterday Rep. Butler Derrick, D-S.C, endorsed Glenn,
saying the candidate best represents
voters in the South.
"I think it is particularly important
that we Southerners get behind a

candidate who is moderate and who
we can support in the long run... "
Butler said at Glenn's campaign
headquarters. "I believe that his candidacy is most representative of the
feelings of the people that I represent
and generally throughout the South."
DERRICK SAID if Glenn is able to
make a strong showing in Florida,
Georgia and Alabama, he will be back
in the race as one of the two frontrunners.

"I lust can't believe that the South
and the Midwest are not going to be
very, very strong for John
Glenn...," Derrick said.
McCurry said polls are showing
Glenn holding his own and starting to
pick up support in the South. Glenn's
best chance for victory on "Super
Tuesday" will probably be in Alabama, he added.
Boyd Campbell, spokesperson for
the campaign in Alabama, said Glenn
was scheduled to tour Birmingham,

Decatur and Athens yesterday before
flying to Florida. Campbell predicted
a Glenn victory in Alabama.
"These people aren't fools," he
said. "They know that John Glenn is a
leader, in contrast to the other candidates. And Alabama voters are not as
subject to the blandishments of a
theme candidate like Gary Hart."
McCurry said the Glenn campaign
has the financial resources to compete through next Tuesday's primaries and caucuses.

German brewery Ohio gas company offers payment plan
possible for Ohio
by Carole Hornberger
stall reporter

NORTH JACKSON, Ohio (AP) A study done by investors who hope
to build a brewery here said there
is a market in Ohio and surrounding states for a super-premium
German beer.
'It (the study) has confirmed
our initial conclusions," said J.
Phillip Richley, vice president of
the Cafaro Co., which plans to build
the brewery with Kosmos-Export
of Hamburg, West Germany.
The Ronneburg Brewing Co.
Youngstown Inc., would brew
Ronneburg Super Premium beer
and distribute it in Ohio, western
Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
northern Kentucky and southern
Michigan The plant site is west of
Youngstown.
r-? $31 million project would
crea* 132 Jobs initially, with 80
additional jobs possible in a second
phase.
Plans for the brewery are "progressing satisfactorily, and "we
intend to go to Germany in April to
consummate our agreements with

Kosmos," Richley said.
Richley said the study supports
plans for an annual output of 212,500 barrels in the first phase. That
output would rank Ronneburg
among the nation's top 20 brewers.
KOSMOS OFFICIALS have said
they hope to capitalize on American tastes for quality beer, comparing Ronneburg Super Premium
to Dutch-made Heineken beer in
appearance and price.
Cafaro and Kosmos are expected
to provide $7 million towards the
project costs. A $2.5 million state
loan is under consideration while
the city of Youngstown has applied
for a $2.2 million federal grant.
Mahoning County is expected to
issue $10 million in industrial revenue bonds.
The brewery will be located on 12
acres in Youngstown Commerce
Park in North Jackson donated by
the Mahoning Valley Economic
Development Corp.

A budget payment plan offered by
Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. can aid
students who are suffering from high
gas bills during the cold winter
months.

According to Lyni Harms, customer
accounting clerk of Bowling Green's
branch, the plan has been in operation
for several years.
• "It is a service plan for all of our
customers, whether they are students
in apartments or homes or Bowling
Green residents," she said.
Harms said the basis for the plan is
to even out heating bills over a 12
month period so that a set amount is
paid every month rather than low
amounts in the warm months and
high in the cold.
She explained that every gas account has a projected budget so the
total gas consumption tor either
apartment units or homes is taken
from the previous year.
This consumption amount is then
multiplied with the current chug*
rate and then divided by 12.

Harms said the plan only takes into
account the normal consumption year
in the final rate excluding the chances
of a very warm or cold winter or the
owners using external methods of
heating such as wood burners.
If this happens, she said, the customers budget plan would be calculated over or under the proper
amount
"The plan works both ways, "she
said. "Credit will be refunded if the
budget is over but, if the budget is

under, the customer must make up
the difference."
Karla Blevins, customer service
representative, suggests that if students think or plan to move before the
12 month period they should contact
the gas company so their payments
can oe recalculated using the lesser
time period.
"We will adjust the budget payment
accordingly to the exact number of
months the tenants plan to live at the
residence so it should break even,"

she said. "It is best to let us know
ahead of time, for if the student is on
the 12 month period, he would have to
pay any outstanding balance," she
added.
Senior, executive secretary major,
Annette Jensen, has just started using
the budget plan this year.
"So far it is cheaper than last years
bills," she said. "However, I am not
really sure how it will be at the end of
the year when the balance is due,"
she added.

•the bottom lineinside
• Today is Ash Wednesday, a special day for churches and students
who observe this religious holiday.
PageS.
• Three teams are running for
Undergraduate Student Government president and vice president.
They talk about their positions in
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Mostly cloudy today with scattered snow flurries and a high near
25
Flurries continuing tonight with a
low of 10-15
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—editorial—
Maintain separation
of church and state
Qince the arrival of the Pilgrims on Plymouth Rode in 1620,
Ogroups have been trying to escape religious persecution
with freedom to worship as they wish.
The framers of the Constitution expanded on this by.
explicitly mandating separation of church and state when
they wrote that document.
Now in 1984, President Reagan is reversing centuries of
religious liberation by amending the Constitution to require
prayer in schools.
The debate over the controversial amendment has resulted
in negotiations on whether prayer should be spoken or silent,
and who would compose or select a vocal prayer.
Because prayer is a personal choice, virtually any prayer
offered is apt to offend someone, and the choice to pray or not
to pray should not be dictated by the federal government.
The religious diversity of this nation would also block any
compromise on an equally agreeable amendment. While
Reagan asserts the amendment will in no way require
persons to participate in prayer, this type of worship alienates children who may have been raised believing in nonChristian religions or no religion at all.
Reagan and his conservative cronies say a Constitutional
prayer amendment would "reassert the faith and values that
made America great."
Yet, one of the things that made (and makes) America
great is the freedom to profess or not to profess a religion.
This freedom is a basic right handed down from the founders
of our nation and continued through years of Constitutional
law. Reintroducing prayer into schools would be a digression
in history and inconsistent with the ideals this nation was
.founded on.

Toxic rain's effects
by Malcolm Johnson

Just as people are getting used to
bearing about acid rain, environmental researchers are beginning to grapple with a more complex and
potentially more dangerous threat:
toxic rain.
Toxic rain - or toxic fallout, or
"airborne organic contaminants" refers to dangerous chemicals being
swept up into the atmosphere and
falling back to Earth in precipitation,
aomeBmea attar bamg catrfnd hundreds or thousands of miles by great
air masses.
When the toxic rain falls over lakes
and oceans, the airborne chemicals
can dissolve in the water.
Largely a result of pesticide spraying, toxic rain is being blamed by
some environmental scientists for a
continued build-up of toxic chemicals
in bodies of water, and for accumulated contamination in fish, despite
the reduction of other sources of pollution. Contaminants range from hundreds of chemicals in the Great Lakes
to traces in Antarctic penguins.
In fact, atmospheric fallout now is
considered the main source of toxic
pollution for the upper Great Lakes,
accounting for 60 percent to 90 percent of such contamination in the case
of Lake Michigan, according to one
rrsnarrlwr
The chemicals include the banned
pesticide DDT, PCBs, dieldrin, chlordane, toxaphene, dibenzofurans cousins of dioxins - and dozens of
other toxic substances.
"There's a lot going into the atmosphere, and nothing goes away,"
Rohrer said. "It can literally encircle
the globe.
Lake trout from a lake on Isle
Royale in Lake Superior, a pristine
area, showed contamination by PCBs,
or polychlorinated biphenyls, a class
of toxic chemicals.
"Atmospheric deposition of PCBs
is the only possible source," Rohrer
said in a DNR report.
"It goes back to what the starryeyed environmentalists say - you've
got to treat the Earth as a whole," he
said in an interview.
Scientists "generally agree today
that atmospheric deposition of invisible toxic chemicals, toxic fallout, is
the worst pollution problem and the
greatest long-term threat to life in the
Great Lakes," said a 1983 article in
(Treat Lakes Water and Pollution Review Magatineby Lee Botts of the
Great Lakes Project at Northwestern
University, former chair of the defunct Great lakes Basin Commission.
"The irony is that the lakes look so
much cleaner than they used to be" with leas oil spilling, discharge of
waste or sewage, less smokestack
pollution and less algae, she wrote.
Toxic rain is also being monitored by
researchers at the universities of

Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
UNLIKE ACID RAIN, which can
"kill" lakes and their fish populations, toxic rain shows no immediate
effect on fish. But the chemicals build
up, threatening people who eat fish
and jeopardizing the lucrative fishing
and tourist industries. Experts say
people apparenUy are not endangered
by direct exposure to Great Lakes
water.
Ironically, lake cleanup efforts
contribute to the toxic chemical problem, Rohrer said. Such chemicals
generally attach themselves to nutrients in the water and are tied up in

sediments. Reducing other types of
pollution leaves the toxic chemicals
with nothing to attach to, so they
remain dissolved in water where fish
absorb them.
The regional Great Lakes Water
Quality Board reported recently that
the decline in toxic substances in the
Great Lakes has ended in some lakes
and may be increasing again.
"I think toxics in the lakes is the
environmental issue of the 1980s,"
said David Dempsey, environmental
adviser to Gov. James Blanchard.
"It's just beginning to dawn on people
that this is a serious problem.'
Toxic fallout was first recognized
as a source of significant Great Lakes
pollution in the early 1970s, and "the
atmosphere is now considered the
chief source of toxic pollution for the
upper Great Lakes and the only
source in many instances," Ms. Botts
wrote.
"Even for Lake Michigan, with
many possible sources of direct discharge before the controls imposed by
the Clean Air Act, the atmosphere is
thought to be the source of from 60 to
90 percent of toxic subtances today."
To a large degree, the threat posed
by toxic rain is unknown, officials
say. Environmental experts worldwide are only beginning to work on
the problem.
Also, the issue presents staggering
scientific, political and social problems, because any final solution must
be an international one.
"At a minimum, you're talking
North American action (to control
such ffpollution), and ultimately
global, Rohrer said.
Dempsey said Michigan and other
Great Lakes states will lobby in Congress for legislation to finance increased monnoring tests to determine
the scope of the problem in the Great
Lakes.
"It's a problem denied any real
priority in federal and state budgets,"
Dempsey said.
"It's in the very early stages of
study," Rohrer said. "In terms of
control, there's virtually nothing."
Johnsonisa writer for the Associated
Press
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Jackson convicted where others absolved
by Garry Wills

In the furor over Jesse Jackson's
use of a racist word, I was once again
impressed by the unfailing luck of
Ronald Reagan. Parallels to the Jackson remark have been brought up and
pondered - Spiro Agnew on the Japanese, Jimmy Carter on ethnic purity,
James Watt on cripples. Earl Butz on
blacks. But so far, I have seen or
heard no one bring up the racist joke
Ronald Reagan told in the last campaign.
The situation was very similar to
Jackson's - Reagan was overheard
telling the joke in intimate conversation. Reagan's excuse was palpably
absurd - he was not so much telling
the joke himself as exemplifying the
kind of jokes other people tell. (But
his hearers laughed all the same.)
Reagan just shrugged the matter off,
and it has not entered the mythology
of the campaign gaffes. He moves in
magic, untouchable.

One of the interesting things about
the more famous campaign gaffes is
that Agnew, Carter and Reagan were
not permanently damaged by their
racist remarks. These were taken as
slips into old conventions, not seriously maintained by any ot the three
men. They went on to be elected. That
is not going to happen to Jesse Jackson-he cannot be elected in any
event. But those who complain of a
double standard in the coverage of

Jackson should not expect him to be
dealt with in a significantly harsher
manner than Agnew, Carter and Reagan were when they stumbled into
exactly the same kind of offensive
language.
Earl Butz and James Watt, it is
true, lost their jobs. But they were
political appointees, not candidates.
And in both cases the final comment
was the culmination of verbal excesses long indulged in, and both men

were damaging their administrations
by policy views and political conflicts
that went beyond their verbal habits.
Those two do not present the true
parallel to this situation. The campaign statements of white candidates
are the measuring rod. By that test,
Jackson deserves rebuke, but not
total repudiation.
Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate
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Jimmy Carter, too, had luck on his
side. Andrew Young made him see at
once the seriousness of his comment,
and apologize for it. Young was in a
position to exact that apology and to
repair the damage done in Carter's
black constituency.
Jackson, knowing his problems
with Jewish opponents of his views on
the Middle East, should have found a
Jewish adviser to help him mend
fences, someone who would have been
in a position comparable to Young's
with Carter, able to convince him that
the best thing was to face the problem
honestly from the start. As it is,
Jackson dissembled and delayed,
hoping foolishly the charge would go
away. He is paying the price, and he
should.

Racial gap indicates inequality persists
the land and their labor power, which ordeal status quo and permanent subthey could not but sell to the agricultu- ordination.
Unfortunately - and that's where
ral and industrial capitalists. WorkThe most striking fact about the ing full-time jobs the "freed" slaves the paradox stands - capitalism is a
American economic history is the were paid part-time wages. At every system of capital accumulation based
rapid and constant accumulation of level of employment, the capitalists on structural inequalities and uneven
capital. Born in the early centuries of accumulated more profits and ex- distribution of the means of producthe liberal impulse in Europe, the E lotted a power labor force. Land tion, It is no accident if the restrucenure, ownership of factories, busi- tured socio-political system of the
United States quickly became a developing field of a liberal government. nesses, and other means of economic Scandinavian states (aimed at a betFrom the democratic liberalism of development were ensured to remain ter life for the working class) has
Wilson, to the welfare liberalism of in the hands of the dominant and accomplished a substantial.distribuRoosevelt, Truman and Kennedy, the wealthy white class. Having enslaved tion of health. Nowadays increasing
US. became an expression of the a race for centuries, the land and numbers of non-white workingAmenindustry owner developed a notion of cans below the poverty line is INHER"liberal society."
superiority; the color and other physi- ENT to the conservative bourgeois
A deeper look at the roots-of the cal traits of the Afro-Americans democracy. No political administraAmerican "Liberal system," never- transformed their prejudice into a tion will open the road to an egalitatheless reveals the history of a highly racist form. Having the capital, and rian social revolution without a
structured and conservative society, the majority, they organized the so- consistent break with a capital-polarborn from a constant domination of cio-political institutions, wrote Con- ized economy. Implicitely - or expUcione class over the other ones (of one ventions, Constitutions, Bills of tely - this is the message of the
ethnic group over another). The U.S. Rights and decided the public poli- nationalists Malcom X, K. Toure, M.
state apparatus was created with a cies. Thus today's American capital- Delany, H. Garnet, A. Crummel, or
brutal and systematic subordination ist society was created by the white the cultural pluralists DuBois, A. Daof the non-whites by the the whites. bourgeois and for the white bourgeois. vis, W.M. fritter, K. Miller, E.F.
Frazier, and the integrationists A.P.
Starting in the 15th century with the
"I was born in a world which was Randolph, J. Bond, M.L. King Jr., F.
international slave trade, millions of
Africans were deported to America to not simply fundamentally capitalist, Douglas, who through preconsnized
work as slaves. Victims of cultural but had no conception of any system revolutions, militant or gradual rechaos, unlimited exploitation, and except one in which capital was pri- forms have fought for a better United
chattel salvery, Black hands slowly vately owned. What I wanted was the States of America.
achieved the growth of the American same economic opportunities that
capitalist economy. The Pan-African- white Americans had," W.E.B. DuKnowing the painful past and the
ist W.E.B. DuBois, in a study of the Bois said.
still existing inequalities Afro-AmeriAmerican slave trade, quoted a recan are victims of, a common sense
These are the words of a man who, individual would think that today's
port of 1862 as follows:
throughout
the
first
half
of
the
20th
Black population - and especially the
"The number of persons engaged
in the slave trade and the amount of century, largely influenced the Amer- student core - stills feels the struggle
ican
political
scene.
From
World
War
and the need to contribute to positive
capital embarked in it exceed our
powers of calculation... American II to the middle 1960s, W.E.B. DuBois changes. Strangely enough, today's
fought
for
a
reorganization
of
the
economic development... rested
Black American student shows little,
squarely on foreign trade, of which social system, within a society where if any, interest in personal political
racism
in
every
issue
relating
to
slavery was a pivot."
and cultural awareness. Those who
But by using every means they power, politics, economic production feel concerned - or who are intellecand
growth
was
present.'For
DuBois.
could, and through organized revolts,
tually stimulated by the college eduthe African slaves steadily resisted. true democracy was not powerful cational atmosphere ar members of
controls
of
America's
dominant
upper
Chief Yanga, the Zambis, Jeronimo
rejected minority.
(in South America), G. Prosser. D. class, but equal job opportunities,
Can the answer to the 1980s student
Vessey and Nat Turner (in Central antiracist politics, fair criminal jusAmerica) were rebels who led the tice and penal system, integration of apathy and voluntary historical amfirst social revolutions of the 1600s, the masses in the material growth, nesia be found in a brief comparative
1700s, 1800s. White plantation owners and effective contribution of the work- analysis of the government statistics?
and government officials could not ers to the political decision-making The annual "State of Black America"
prevent the changes any longer. Slav- processes. DuBois believed in a basic report has been recently release and
ery was useful for early and rapid social transformation of the Ameri- the "document pegged Black unemaccumulation of capital, but was too can socio-economic structures. Em- ployment last month (Dec. 1983) at
rigid for industrial development. The ployment, decent housing, education, 17.8 percent which is more than twice
abolishment of slavery was declared health for the deprived (whites and the national average. It revealed that
and slaves were promised a plot (as a non-whites) were needed. Let's be the numbers of Blacks below the
means of pacification). Once "freed," honest and admit that no real liberal official government poverty line
the only means of survival the slaves and democratic society will ever exist ($9,862 for a family of tour children)
possessed were their ability to work with a confined working class to an last year climbed to 35.6 percent
by Michel Eric

Clear Views

which is nearly three times the poverty for Whites and the highest figure
since 1967." (Newsweek, Jan. 30,
1984)
How did the Reagan administration react?
•financial support for private
schools that practice segregation was
increased through tax credits.
•four members of the Civil Rights
Commission were fired (incltidangatke
chairman in 11)81), and foim ■—'. aaag
against affirmative actions for social
changes and more to Reagan's liking
were appointed.
•substantial 1985 budget cuts on
socio-economic supports for the minorities are proposed.
•concern about minorities development is traded with growing interests toward military concerns.
In addition to the "worst recession
since the 1930s, an uneven and unpredictable recovery, a trillion dollar
ocean of federal ink, a deep freeze
with the Russians," (Newsweek, Feb.
6,1984) President Reagan has proven
that with punchy slogans, creative
usage of stage performances, and
inspirational " ... Hope... Faith. .. America is too great for small
dreams...," the White House can
host a talented actor. Is it with this
fearful situation, where the economy
recovery only benefits to wealthiest,
where comparative statistics reveal a
steady growing poverty of the Black
population, that the new youth recognizes its future?
The future depends heavily on how
we understand the past and the present. Our action must be related to
our concrete experience, and we must
not give way to unrealistic (and inappropriate) individualist hopes and
wishes. The "monster" which has
been after us throughout our history
will not mystically change our world
into a flourishing heaven.
Only broader humanistic range of
our interests, an increased concern
for ourselves AND our people (the
deprived), a belief in our potentials
and a commitment to an affirmative
(and active) contribution for freedom, democracy and equality for all
mankind will improve our situation.
For all of those who have been the
victimized of the past, let us be "the
artists of a new history."
Eric Is a guest columnist for the
News.

by T. Downing and T. Geary
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Ash Wednesday signifies beginning of Lent
by Tom Augeilo
reporter

Ash Wednesday is one of the more
popular Christian religious services
among students and this year may be
the highest attended yet, according to
"l ministers.
Wearing ashes on the forehead is a
historic symbol of man's mortality.
On Ash Wednesday, principally a
Roman Catholic tradition, people are
asked to "remember that you are
dust, and to dust you shall return" by
the priest as he places ashes on their
Sr. Joyce Lehman, campus min-

ister for St. Thomas More University
Parish, said not only is this "send-ofT'
ceremony for the 40-day Lenten season a popular one among students, but
also Lent seems to attract a lot of
Peggie.
There is always an increase in
participation during Lent, (but) I
think the ashes are one of the biggest
drawing cards, the most interesting
element to people," Lehman said. She
said attendance at St. Thomas More
has been up all year so she would
expect the traditionally well-attended
Lenten services to be particularly full
this year.
The Roman Catholic Church requires its members between 14 and 80

years old to abstain from red meat on
Ash Wednesday and the Fridays during Lent In addition to abstinence,
Catholics are instructed to fast on Ash
Wednesday and Good Friday.
JOE KRAUS, senior design major,
said Lent is not his favorite time of
year, bat be still gets involved.
"I cant really say that I like it,"
Kraus said. "Lent is not an exciting
tone for me. I don't really feel somber
during Lent, because I don't think
that if helps anyone. I think a positive
attitude, through any kind of sacrifice, is better.
"I'm more wrapped up in Easter. I
use Lent to reflect on what Easter is
about," be said.

Freshman broadcast journalism
major Patty Lupica said she plans on
giving up one of her favorite obsessions during Lent as a way to get in
touch with Jesus' suffering.
"I think Lent is good because it's a
time when people sit down and reflect
on the pain that Jesus went through,"
Lupica said. "Some people complain
about giving things up, but I think it's
the least we could do. I'm giving up
chocolate."

their mid-week services on the Passion of Jesus Christ (his suffering and
death). He said Ash Wednesday is
very well attended and can sometimes double or even triple his congregation.
"It's the one time people think of
going to church in the middle of the
week for Lutherans," Harris said. "It
seems to have become more popular.
There seems to be a desire to do the
more traditional things."
Ross Miller, campus minister for
United Christian Fellowship, agreed
there is an increase in Lent's popularity among Protestants.
"I think a lot of mainline Protestants haven't observed Lent, although

Lent is not iust a Catholic observance. According to Larry Harris,
campus pastor for the University
Lutheran Chapel, most of the Lutheran churches in the area will focus

there is an increased interest in
Lent," he said.
Miller said UCF will not be observing Ash Wednesday, but will be distributing ashes Sunday at its reaper
service. UCF will also have aseries of
lecture/breakfasts during Lent
Miller said one of the problems with
trying to get people Involved with
Lent is it often cuts across spring
break. He said students often have a
different calendar in their head than
the Christian calendar.
"Christian seasons aren't necessarily in tune with what people feel.
Christmas break to spring break baa
a Lenten feel for students with spring
break feeling like Easter," he said

Faculty defines University role Workaholics encounter risks
by Mark 01 Vlncenzo
staff reporter

The Committee on the Role and
Mission of the University gave their
recommendations on how the University can be "developed, improved and
enhanced" at the Faculty Senate
The Role and Mission of the University Is a series of "policy statements"
that is intended to define the role and
purpose of the University.
Dr. Arthur Neal, chair of the committee and professor of sociology,
said the report submitted with the
recommendations is a "changeoriented document. The recommendations made are geared toward
change and development."
In an attempt to "enhance the qual-

ity of the University," the committee
recommended to:
• Increase the minority, international and graduate student enrollment. "We would like to change the
composition of student constituency,"
Neal said.
• Raise standards and stiffen qualifications for admittance to the University for prospective students.
• Develop and enhance academic
programs - both undergraduate and
graduate.
• Enhance the quality of faculty by
encouraging them to do research.
The last time the University was
accredited, it was found that the University had grown and changed, and it
became apparent that its role and
purpose was outdated. The University
is accredited every ten years.
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Putting in those extra hours
building a career are important,
but the consequences could be detrimental, especially to a woman,
according to a University of Texas
study that appeared recently in
MSA Today.
The study said women workaholics run a greater risk than men of
encountering problems with personal relationships and have a
higher divorce rate than all males.
At the University, being a workaholic does not always cause problems in relationships.
"It helps if you have a supportive
husband," Joan Gordon, director
of television information at WBGU-
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TV, said. Gordon puts in over 55
hours to "do her job right," she
said.
But Gordon said she feels some
workaholics can become "burned
out" from putting in a great deal of
time in their job. The study said a
workaholic spends
at least 50 hours
a week on the ;ob.
Becoming a workaholic usually
begins at the onset of a career
when people let their work take
precedence in order to prove themselves, Dr. Kathleen Campbell,
associate professor of home economics, said.
DR. ELIZABETH ALLGEIER,
associate professor of psychology,
said in this respect men and
women are the same.
There may be two kinds of workaholics, according to Allgeier. One

by Jolene Aubel
reporter "

IN OTHER BUSINESS, faculty discussed the University calendar and
the shape it may take.
Undergraduate Student Government President Brian Baird argued
for an early summer calendar, reasoning that it would be "more convenient" for students. Students would
either get out of school earlier in the
year and be able to look for summer
Jobs or stay for the summer session
and not have to worry about going
home for a month before the summer
term begins, Baird said.
Faculty split on the issue.
"Regarding the (University) calendar, we may not be able to find a
smooth path because there may not
be one. Anyway you look at it, only 51
it of us (faculty) will be
," Dr. Karl Schurr, professor of
ical sciences, said.
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3 Locations - Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.
Summit St
♦10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31 st

Commencing following Spring
Break through 1984-85 academic year

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer arid next fall.
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Chough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
8-2 Sat.

3SM1SS
Weekdays 9-5:00

APPLICATIONS FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP
Deadline: Tuesday, April 3,1984...
Office of the Vice President for University
Relations
The Frailer Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program wit established in
1973 In recognition of Frailer Ream*, Sr. and hi* distinguished service In the
broadcasting Industry and as s member of Congress and ss a trustee of Bowling Green
State University.
Five Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend to pursue
careers In public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, Journalism, political or
governmental service, public hearth, community service, law or some other public
stfairs hold). A rising senior Is s student with s minimum Q.P.A. of 3.2 who will attend
BOSU for two ssmsstirs of his/her senior year, and who will graduate no sooner than
May 1M5. Each fellow will receive 11500. Fellows will be selected by s committee
composed of BOSU faeutty, a vice president of the University and a representative of the
Reams family. The aeleetion of lehows will be based on an Initial screening process and
further review which may include personal Interviews.
The application form and all support materials. Including letters of recommendation,
must be submitted to the Office of the Vic* President for University Reunions Mlletl
Alumni Center by 6 p.m. Tuesday, April 3,1SS4.
Recipients wHI be notified prior to any public snnouncement of the awards which will be
presented at a luncheon on Wednesday, April 25,1984.
Applications available In the Office of the Vice President for UnrversH "editions Mlletl
Alumni PantSf and In the School of Journalism office. 103 University Hall.

Office Hrs.. 9-5 Mon.-Fri

1i2MWim
Furnished & Unfurnished

Applications Available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday,
March 14, 5 p.m.

Interview with ony of 44 camps from across the U.S.
for a summer job. No appointments needed.

THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.
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group has their major priority for
existence as work ana the other
does more than is needed in a Job.
Living in a goal-oriented society
could be a reason why a person
becomes a workaholic. A career
has dearly defined goals - promotions or pay raises - which a person
strives to attain, Campbell said.
Unlike work, personal
relationships have no dear cut
goals to strive for, she said One
statistic from the study indicates 35
percent of female workaholics
never marry.
Men and women at the University learn to cope with some of
these problems m Business Administration 305, Integrating Career
and Family. It's important to concentrate on both a career and family, Campbell said.
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Sub-Me-Quick
expands to deli
A new location for Di
Benedetto's Deli Restaurant, 1432 E. Wooster, has
given the owners and operators a chance to expand
their business, according
to Ramona Di Benedetto,
owner/manager.
Di Benedetto said she
and her husband have always wanted to expand
their sub shop, formerly Di
Benedetto's Sub-Me-Quick,
into a deli, but the space
they had was not big
enough to add the necessary facilities.

bg newi staff/Sue Crcs

Now that's Italian!
Ramona Di Benedetto

"When Finders called us
and said that they were
joining up with the store
downtown and offered
their space to us, we decided to take it," she said.
Di Benedetto said the
extra 500 feet would not
only allow them to add the
deli, but would give them a
better location as well.
"We are a college
oriented business with
most of our customers
stemming from the University," she said. "The
new location enables us to
be closer to the campus."

Not only has the location
of the shop changed, but
the name Sub-Me-Quick
which was used for more
than five years, has also
changed.
"We have always
wanted to incorporate our
name into the family business." Di Benedetto said,
"ana the move seemed like
a good time to drop the
Sub-Me-Quick part of the
title and stay with Di Benedetto."
She said that the family
also owns a store near the
University of Toledo and
hopes that the changes
they make in Bowling
Green will succeed so they
can expand their Toledo
store.
"We are planning to add
different items to our
menu, as well as the items
in the deli, while keeping
the delivery service also,"
she said.
They have noticed a lot
more walk-ins since the
move, she said, adding
that once their liquor license is approved, beer
and wine will be available
for carry-out.
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Ashley Brown

BG grad speaks about PUCO
The Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio wants
people to realize the problems the commission
faces, Ashley Brown,
PUCO representative and
1966 University graduate,
said Monday.
In a talk sponsored by Pi
Sigma Alpha, the political
science honor society,
Brown said the commission works with the utility
companies in providing options for people who can't
afford utilities.
"We have to listen to all
viewpoints and know that
our decision can't make
everyone happy," he said.
The commission attempts to make the public
aware of the types of issues
they deal with by speaking
with people, he said.
Brown, who was appointed to the PUCO by
Governer Richard Celeste
last April, discussed problems that the commission
faces.

by Nancy Bostwlck
reporter

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENT CLUBS
GROUPS & ORGANIZATIONS
The Office of Student Organizations
is calling a special meeting of all currently registered student groups.
The President or the President's Representative of each group is
requested to attend this meeting on Monday, March 12 at 9:00 p.m. in
200 Moseley.
Agenda items will include: membership recruitment plans, elections,
Handbook for Student Organizations and summer/fall address
forms.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SIXTH STREET

FEATURING

in purchasing issues."
Dr. Roger Anderson, associate professor of political science who introduced
Brown, said "Traditionally, the commission has
been viewed as being more
favorable to the utilities
over the consumer."

Earlier this year, he said
many low income people
could not afford to pay
their bills. Because they
knew their heat would not
be shut off until spring,
they did not pay their bills,
Brown said.
The costs were then
transferred to those who
were paying their bills.
"The commission is attempting to draw a balance between people who
can pay and people who
can't," Brown said, so that
the costs aren't transferred to those who can
afford to pay.

Based on some of the
decisions made in the last
year and through listening
to various commissioners,
it appears that this has
changed, Anderson said.
"The commission is doing
a better job in listening to
the needs of the consumer," he said.

BROWN ALSO discussed
the recent breakup of
AT&T and the regulation of
Ohio railroads, natural gas
companies and utility construction.
"We are trying to put the
pressure on the companies
to be accountable for their
own bad management," he
said, "and to use prudence

The commission is trying to simulate the marketplace by providing an
incentive for companies to
be efficient, Brown said.
"We are beginning to ap81y the theory that there is
le possibility to supply
adequate service at affordable prices," he said.

LARGE

FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER
MANY NEW SETS OF LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
MANY NEW SETS OF DINING ROOM FURNITURE
NEW WASHERS/DRYERS DELIVERED IN MARCH
1-1/2 baths
2 bdrm, carpeted

I ITEM PIZZA
352-3551
CLEVELAND BOUND

"THE OWNERS CARE ABOUT YOU!"
352-5620

328 S. MAIN

HELP SAVE BABIES

Weekend Shuttle

352-1165

Call NOW for Spring Break

Support

Reservations
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Shuttle Running: March 15
March 16
Returns March 25
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Our gift to you
is worth *60.

Ntow when you buy any ArtCarved
college ring, you not only get one
ring loaded with Kyle and quality, you
get two A greet college ring—and a
diamond taehton ring, FREE It's a
beauty— 10K gold with a genuine 2
point diamond Retail value—$60.
The perfect way to express yourself
your style, or your feelings lor that
special someone Available exclusively from your ArtCarved Representative for a limited time only.

University Bookstore

Deport required. MasterCard or Visa Accepted
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building
Hours: 8-4 Monday-Friday
9-5 Saturday

(iwwc^MChMhv mc

(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND
SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL
SHOPS.
WE FEATURE 2 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL ■ CABLE T.V. LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR
■ FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS - I 1/2 BATHS

-FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMSCAM?US MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL OB-15, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR 443.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)!

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.
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SAT DAT GRECPA
Join our "Early Bird" and
Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your Fall 1984 Exams
• Permanent Centers open deys, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated lull-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE* facilities for
review of class lessons and supplementary
materials.
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Goportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
upa.ited by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue
study at any of our over 105 centers.
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
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Three pairs will vie for USG executive offices
Bahner, Christ strive for offices
Rita Glnley
staff reporter

Making the USG legislative branch stronger is
one goal of Pete Bahner,
Junior political science and

business administration
major, and Karen Christ,
senior elementary education and learning disability
major, who are running for
USG president and vice
president respectively.
Bahner has been with

Pete Bahner and Karen Christ

USG for three years on
both the legislative and
executive levels. He is also
a member of Interfraternity Council, and is one of
four justices on the Interfraternity Judical Board.
"I feel I am more qualified because I have seen
both the legislative and
executive levels and I
know how the whole operation works," Bahner said.
"Presently, working with
USG has made me familiar
with recent ideas that have
been brought up, and my
work with tie Block Watch
program has enabled me
to get my foot in the door
with city officials."
Christ, who is a member
of the Elementary Education Student Advisory
Board and the Student
Council for Exceptional
Children, said these groups
has helped her relate to
faculty members and students.
"I have had a great deal
of experience in working
with people and I think I
can do a good job regardless of the fact that I
haven't previously been

Gierlach, Hollingsworth show leadership

with USG," she said.
Both candidates agreed
that the present administration has done a good
job, but Bahner said there
Is a problem with the legislative level.
"It seems the executive
branch is doing most of the
work, and we have to do
something to make the legislative branch stronger
and work harder," he said.
"I would make it mandatory for district representatives to attend all
meetings in their district
so that they would be in
contact with students and
so that students could be
aware of what is happenin*."
Other
sr goals for the pair
include an extension of the
Intra-University President's Council to promote
better communication, frequent meetings with city
officials and the University
adminstrators to make
them aware of student interest and involvement,
passage of the USG constitution and implementation
of the Block Watch program.

by Teresa Perrettl
staff reporter

Leadership and experience are two qualities Joe
Gierlach and Leigh
Hollinesworth feel they
have to form a strong Un-

dergraduate Student Government presidential and
vice presidential team.
USG presidential candidate Gierlach, junior marketing research and
advertising major, has
been USG's public reta-

Leigh Hollingsworth and Joe Gierlach

tions coordinator and has
held positions in Interfraternity Council and Resident Student Association.
A member of Phi Kappa
Tau fraternity, Gierlach
has worked on the Scholarship and Standards Committee, and on the Greek
Policy Committee.
Vice presidential candidate Hollingsworth, junior
political science ana prelaw major, is a member of
Gamma Phi Beta sorority
and has served as the chair
for the Student Legal Service Committee. A member
of USG for three years;
working as assistant vice
president, district representative and on the Human Relations/Minority
Affairs Committee,
Hollingsworth thinks her
experience can add to what
USG is trying to accomplish on campus.
"I want to go out and
reach students, talk to
them, use the representatives and really get Rap
with Your Rep going," she
■aid.'."
Hie. stucture of power is
one aspect Hollingsworth

and Gierlach think needs
changing.
"Right now we are leading from the top down and
everyone is confused about
their duties. We need to
define the duties of the atlarge reps and the organizational reps; get everyone interacting and
working for the same
goals," Gierlach said.
One of their goals is to
redefine programming and
get rid of whatever doesn't
work so that they can give
more to all projects, Gierlach said.
Dial-A-Ride and Rap
With Your Rep are two of
the programs the candidates feel can be changed.
"We would like to have
everyone know the number
for Dial-A-Ride," Gierlach
said. "Rap With Your Rep
needs to take place more
often (twice a month) so
that students know who
their reps are."
By putting 100 percent
into a few defined programs, the pair feel they
can then spend more time
on public relations and personal contacts.

Wade and Smith seek to occupy top positions
by Teresa Perrettl
staff reporter

Unity and accessibility
are two of thes goals which
Bob Wade and Cindy Smith
feel they can accomplish if
elected president and vice
president of Undergraduate Student Government.
Wade, a sophomore business administration/political science major, is

currently serving as a
member of USG general
assembly, vice president
of Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity and as National Chief
(President) of Order of the
Arrow, an honorary or fraternal organization affiliated with the Boy Scouts
of America.
According to Wade, the
experience he has had
while serving in the Order

of the Arrow will enhance
what he can offer the presidency.
"I have worked with a lot
of administrators, organized the national convention and worked through a
lot of red tape. I think lean
handle just about any situation that comes along,"
Wade said.
Along with serving on a
national committee and in
USG, Wade also has
worked with the Orientation Board and Undergraduate Alumni Association.
Smith, a junior interpersonal and public communications major, feels her

membership in USG, Panhellenic Council and Student Court have given her
a diverse background in
leadership roles.
"I have tried not to isolate myself, I wanted to get
involved to help students
and USG is the best way to
do it," Smith said.
Getting involved in USG
was one way both candidates believe they can use
their experience to improve student government.
"We have seen a lot of
improvement in USG with
Balrd and Washbush. arid
we want to build on that,"
Smith said

MEDIUM
11TEM PIZZA
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One way the running
mates plan to improve
USG and its structure is to
make themselves more accessible to the student
body.
"We want students to
know that USG is for everyone, if they have a problem they can come to us,"
Smith said.

Other goe
increase in the correspondence with the administration, and more response to
student concerns.
According to Wade and
Smith if the administration
knows what the students
are doing in their government, they will be more
likely to listen to their
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BG RECYCLE DAY
Saturday
MARCH 10,1984
9 a.m.-2 p.m.

[Save your pop cans, bottles and
papers and bring them to the..

Jaycee Recycle Center
515 E. POE ROAD
LEAH

Assisted by Owens-Illinois
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Located In Stadium View Shopping Center

THE HAIR REPAIR
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3/17/84

"Where Quality Cornea First"
Open 10am-6pm
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Precision Hair Cut $6. j

THE BROTHERS of

KAPPA KAPPA PSI
NATIONAL BAND FRATERNITY,
WISH TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 1983-84
"FREDDIE FALCON" BROTHER

no appointment necessary

ERICALBERS.

w/coupon til 3/31

CONGRATULATIONS ERIC!

The Tanning Center
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at Hair Unlimited
$
European Sunbed - 8 visitss 351
Combination Booth - 6 visits 10 j United Way
pre-condition for Florida!
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w/coupon til 3/31

People Helping People

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments

214 Napoleon Rdad

Bowling Green, OH

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included -gas heat • laundry
facilities •drapes •carpet • party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-fumished
$250-unfurnished
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

^ EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
fm MMMrsMi it Hnrrrwod Health Spa MM lam.

~~~J

%

DIRECTOR at URGE

:•:■

x

APPLICATIONS ION
AVAILABLE In UAO Office
* must have 2 semesters UiO
enperlence
applications HUB OK Karen f

Music Survey
Favorite artJtU/baada
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2_:
3.
4.

Favorite carrtat
1.

5.
A«t
Sei:MF

$___

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE NOMINEES

a.

3.

The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self
nominations and faculty/ administrative staff
nominations of seniors who have given distinguished
service to Bowling Green State University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a
Distinguished Service Award, a senior must have
demonstrated outstanding service contributions to
BGSU through one or more areas of
University service (college and/or department activities,
student government, student activities, Greek Life,
athletics, etc.)
Seniors graduating in the 1983-84 academic year
(Winter commencement, 1983; Spring and Summer
commencements 1984) who would like to be considered
for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty
administrative staff who would like to submit
nominations, may obtain an application form at 305
Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147.

To* alhuau of 1983

Qa CaaepiOff Campus
Hoatlowi:

Yeeeajoy
ffhte* check)

to Ike foUowiag irytes of mask

.f*

»OBJ

.coaatrv

of coacerti you it trad per tcaecster.
of records you bey per aioalk
lo
yoa read
De yea tajoy keariag i ask by aew arttou?
No
SoaMtiaan
Do yea prefer Heteaiaf lo oloer
ore faailllar record*?
Ye*
No
SotaetJawf

Thank you for your help Pica* send through campus mail or drop by the BG
New offiM. IO» Univmuy Hall by TODAY Wtd . March 7, I9M

THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 p.m.
FRIDAY, MARCH 16. 1984.
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School prayer amendment divides Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) Ai Senate debate over a
school prayer amendment
droned on, supporters of
the proposal sought in private negotiations yesterday to resolve disputes
whether a prayer should be
spoken or silent, and who
would compose or select a
vocal prayer.
Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker, R-Tenn.,
said he would resist a

threat by amendment opponents to delay a final
vote until June. "I can't
allow the Senate to stay on
it three months," he said.
President Reagan kept
up his drumbeat of calls
for approval of a prayer
amendment, this time in a
speech before the National
Association of Evangelicals in Columbus, Ohio.
Another group of religious
leaders met in Washington

to denounce the measure.
Sen. Lowell Weicker, R1,'onn., leads a promised
marathon floor debate
against any constitutional
amendment overriding Supreme Court decisions by
allowing officially sponsored prayers in public
schools.
He refuses to call the
"extended debate" a filibuster, but says a full airing of the emotional issue

might last until the first of
June. Baker said if the
Senate is still debating the
measure next week, he
probably will move to halt
a talk-a-thon.
BACKERS ARE SEEKING wider support by trying to settle differences
that have produced three
separate versions of the
proposal.
The amendment before
the Senate, supported by

Vote on break-dancing postponed
SAN BERNARDINO,
Calif. (AP) - The headspinning break-dance
erase is creating headaches, not for its youthful
practitioners, but for city
politicians caught between
merchants who want it
banned and others who say
it is good, clean fun.
The San Bernardino City

Council postponed a vote
Monday on a watereddown version of what began as a total ban on
break-dancing in public
thoroughfares. It will reconsider the motion March
19.
"I'm glad to see that the
council has slowed this

process down," said Councilman Dan Frazier, who
opposes any ordinance
banning break-dancing -an
amalgamation of handsprings, twirling headstands,
robotic movements and
foot-shuffling pantomime
that originated in the nation's inner cities.
"In my opinion, break

MfflOLE HOUSE FOR RENT!,

dancing is only a temporary fad, but any law we
create could be permanent
and I think we need to be
careful," Frazier said.
"Once the kids get tired of
bumping their heads, this
thing will pass."
The controversy arose
after merchants at the
Central City Mall, downtown in this city 50 miles
east of Los Angeles, complained that break-dancers' audiences interfered
with and sometimes pickpocketed shoppers.

Reagan as an advocate ot
vocal prayer, says: "Nothing in this Constitution
shall be construed to prohibit individual or group
prayer in public schools or
other public institutions.
No person shall be required to participate in
prayer. Neither the United
States nor any state shall
compose the words of any
prayer to be said in public
schools."

An alternative sponsored
by Sen. Orrin Hatch, Rutah, which may be offered as an amendment to
the administration-backed
proposal, would allow silent prayer or meditation.
A third version sponsored
by Baker would permit vocal or silent prayer and not
prohibit government agencies from drafting a
prayer.
Baker interprets the

Reagan-backed amendment as meaning that
school boards could not
write the prayer, but that
students themselves could,
said Senate GOP leadership aides. Some other
supporters of the measure,
however, believe that
school boards could write
the prayer.
In Washington, a group
of religious leaders dis-

agreed with Reagan.
"Should Congress tend a
constitutional amendment
to the states, 90 legislatures will become religious combat zones, with
the examples of Northern
Ireland and Lebanon not
altogether inconceivable,"
said Mary Jane Patterson,
head of the Washington
office program agency of
the Presbyterian Church,
U.S.A.

No ambulance, woman dies
DALLAS (AP) - A man
who pleaded over the telephone for the Fire Department to send an
ambulance for his stepmother is seeking $300,000
damages because a nurse
admonished him for "cursing" and demanded to
speak to the woman, who
died before help arrived.
Eight minutes elapsed
before an ambulance was
dispatched, and the

woman, 60-year-old Lillian
Boff, was pronounced dead
by paramedics at her
home, officials said.
Television station
KDFW on Monday broadcast a tape of the emergency call that Larry Boff,
40, made Jan. 5 when his
stepmother became ill.
The station said it obtained
the tape recording from
the Dallas Fire Department under the Texas

Open Records Act.
Boff has filed a claim
with the city asking for
$300,000 in damages in connection with the death of
his stepmother.
The nurse, dispatcher
Billie Myrick, was placed
on administrative leave
with pay for one month
after the incident, but returned to her job two days
later after being counseled
on department policies.

Capt. Bill Bowles told the
Dallas Times Herald.
Ambulances are normally dispatched about K>
to 90 seconds after calls
are received, department
officials said.
Boff called the nearby
Mesquite Hospital but was
told it could not send an
ambulance to his house in
Dallas, the television station reported.
Typeset

521 Ridge Street (beside the Powder Puff)
1220S £. Gypsy Une Reed
228 Cieugh Street
338 H. Mein Street (corner of Ridge end Mein)
724 £ Wooster Street

Resumes

MR. B.G.S.U.

12.50 for Ipg.
resume & 5 copies
on colored or
white stock.

BODY BUILDING CONTEST
SATURDAY MARCH 10, 1984
EPPLER SOUTH GYM

14.50 for ipg.
resume & 25 copies
on colored or
white stock.

PRE-JUDGING 4:00 PAA
FINAL JUDGING 8:00 PM
ADMISSION: *2.00 PER SHOW
$
3.00 FOR BOTH

[When you bring in this ad.|

Choice of borders Included.
No Appointrr*nt Ntcnury

GREEN BRIAR INC.
552-0717

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM THE WEIGHT ROOM LOCATED IN THE
BASEMENT OF EPPLER SOUTH OR PURCHASE TICKETS AT THE DOOR DAY
OF CONTESTS.
Journalism 300 Admission*
Students wishing to enroll summer or fall in
Journalism 300 Introduction to Journalistic Writing
must fill out a form before Friday, March 30. in the
School of Journalism, Room 103 of University Hall.
Preference for admission will be given to journalism majors and RTVF, education and sports management majors who satisfy the four prerequisites
for the course.
However, other majors will be admitted as space
permits. Nonmajors should submit a current copy of
their transcript. Persons who are deficient in
prerequisites should submit a typed letter of petition
to the Admissions Committee of the School of
Journalism explaining their situation.
The four prerequisites are: 1. grade of "C" or
better in English 112. 2. grade of "C" or better in
Journalism 103, 3. passing score on the English
grammar test that is administered by the School of
Journalism, and 4. a grade point average of at least
2.7 for 30 semester hours of courses.
At the university's preregistration. students
should register for the section of Journalism 300
that they prefer. DEADUNF: MAPCH 30

BGSCI'S
NEW
i
PARTY PLACE
ON THURSDAY
NIGHT IS
<&^om>

s

Instructional Media Center
Typesetting Services
110 Education Bldg.
372-2881
Mon.-frl. 8-5

352-0564

13

.450 E. Wooster

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
PERCH
Potato
& Cole Slaw
Potato & Salad Bar

»3.19
«3.95

SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY!

Congratulations to the following
students who are participating in
the 1984 Extern Experience.
#
9
5
§

Buses Leaving
the Union Oval
at 8:00, 8:45,
9:30, 10:15

•Shirla Andes - Law
•Linda Adcock - Marketing
•Dena Bookout • Epidomology
•Maggie Burkhart - PR
•Kelly Burt - Fashion Design
•Sally Creasap - PR
•Anne David - Accounting
•Karen Drerup - Accounting
•Michele Firment - Mkt. Resch.
►Alice Furey - Retailing
•Kathy Grondin - Retailing
»Mary Kaye Hrivnak -Retailing
•Ingrid Janzik - Retailing
•LeeAnn Miltenberger - Media

1 BGSU COLLEGE I.D.
I
BEER BLAST
THURSDAY
Show your valid BGSU I.D. for
FREE ADMISSION

•Pat McGee - Retailing
•Penny O'Neill - Marketing
•Trina Pagano - Medicine
•Jackie Pearson - Advertising
•Marilea Remark - PR
•Jim Roone'y - Laboi Relations
•Colleen Ryan - PR
•Rina Shere - PR
•George Sine - Advertising/PR
• Heidi Staats - Retailing
•Pam Towslee - "-'urn. Res. Mgf.
•Sheryl Tutkovics - PR
•Laurie Weigt Marketing

25481 Route 25, Perryeburg. Ohio 43551
874-2253
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Intramural swimming set

Johnson switches to coaching
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

While eight seniors from
Bowling Green's hockey
team will graduate after
this season, so will one of
the Falcon coaches. Pete
Johnson, the other graduate, will receive his masters degree in Physical
Education and Recreation
this August.
The former Universtiy
of Wisconsin skater puts
his hockey knowledge to
work as one of the four
coaches on the Falcon
coaching staff, serving as
a graduate assistant. And
he works on many facets of
coaching including recruiting and instructing.
Joining the Falcons at
the begining of this season,
Johnson said he knows the
winning feeling the Falcons are enjoying and can
offer any advice the players might need while pursuing a national title.
WHEN PLAYING with
the Badgers, Johnson enjoyed his junior and senior
years wful ^ winning and
placing second in the
NCAA tournament, respectively.

a

"Those were two good
years for me," Johnson
said. "In my junior and
senior years we had a
great freshman class.
Things were going real
good for us in those years."
Instead of playing for a
strong UW team right after
graduating from high
school, Johnson played In
Sweden for one year. Johnson, who had relatives in
Sweden, said there was so
much talent on the Badger
team that year, and Europe became a better alternative.
But when he did make
the team, Johnson went on
to become a four year letterman and finish 12th on
the Badger's career scoring list with 82 goals and 77
assists, totalling 159 points.
In his senior year, he also
led the team in power play
goals with 16.
JOHNSON WENT on to
play for the United States
National team but was cut,
and came back to Wisconsin last February in time to
see UW win another national title.
"It (being cut) was pretty hard for me," Johnson
said. "I've never been cut

from a team before.
"It's a tough transition,
going from player to
coach," he continued. "I'm
still learning and getting
mv feet wet/'
Now that Johnson has
hung up his skates, from a
player's standpoint, he
plans to go follow in his
lather's footsteps and continue coaching.
He played for his father.
Bob Johnson, who coached
the champion Badgers and
now coaches the Calgary
Flames of the National
Hockey League. After
Pete's senior year, his father opted to coach in the
NHL.
"HE KNOWS the game
real well," Johnson said of
his father. "He looked at
me as a player and not as a
son. Sometimes I would get
benched and thought ne
was pretty hard on me. But
now I understand."
Hockey is a tradition in
the Johnson family. Pete's
brother Mark plays for the
Hartford Whalers and was
a member of the 1980
United States gold medal
Olympic team. Pete said
being compared to his
brother does not bother

him, recognizing his brother's strong hockey talents.
Coming to BG, and the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association, from UW and
the Western Collegiate Association, Johnson said he
never really knew much
about the CCHA. He actually knew more about the
east coast schools because
he played against them
more.

"THE CCHA is a good
league," Johnson said "It
has three of the top teams
in the country. They have
some real fine schools with
successful programs."
Whatever school decides
it needs Johnson's experience in collegiate hockey,
he will probably follow the
hockey tradition within the
Johnson family, and bring
success to the team needing his services.
But first, he still has shot
at a CCHA tournament title and another NCAA title
- this time as a coach.

goes to the

Everyday $ 1 • 7 5 Special

CCHA
HOCKEY PLAYOFFS

3

Shopping t<»r eyeglasses?

E

Lacrosse results
Bowling Green's Lacrosse
team trevelled to Lexington. Kentucky last weekend to play the University

But, after coaching a
regular season in the
CCHA, he realizes that
there are quality teams
competing in the CCHA.

11 AM - 3 pm

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

Entries for the All-campus swim met are available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic
chairmen and the Intramural Office in 201 Memorial
Hall. Entries are due
March 13. The meet will be
held Thursday, March 15,
at 4:00 p.m. in Cooper
Pool.

FBI.. MARCH 9
JOE LOUIS ARENA. DETROIT
$15.50 includes ticket
and transportation
SIBK Of IK 010 OFFICE

^\^mRLo earnse^
352-6154
FOREIGN
CAR
SPECIALISTS!
Installed $13.95
bg news staff/James Youll

Pete Johnson

BEST BUY
IN SIGHT!
$.

1J0BS?

^dcorfptip,
APARTMENTS

Through research and Ih. aid of computers.
tha Student Employment Directory haa compiled a list ol hundreds
of seasonal employers acroas tha country with special emphasis
on the Rocky Mtn. region and put It all In a directory tor you!

'/i BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING & CABLE TV

Send $7.90 today and gat:
Q Your directory o( hundreds
of potential employers.

2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished
Leasing for summer and fall

O Job application/
Resume forms.
Q Satisfaction GumranlMd.

Rental Office:
Beat Weetern Falcon Plaza. Motel
** across from Harshman Dorm **
362-4671 (day)
352-1800 (evening)
ask for Tom

i Toix Guido
i lilegueud
• Caaruof
■ Cook
■ LihOpeietOf

Student Employment Directory
(2 Windjammer Cove, Fort Collins, CO 80524
or call (303) 221-JOBS (5627)

!

WE'LL PA Y YOU$l, 000
TO MOVE TO
841 EIGHTH STREET

188

complete with frames

Bat Il'i trot UHU it eoat al loaat $1,000 man per year to liw "flea*" U
r~|i- raUMr tha* Irve "far" fro* tatoooo. Bat Jost how tar la tar - IMI
-an. It lakoa a-l- a. aUtOo-al IZQ nroods to walk froai Eijt.Ua Slreot
to Paartfc Btroat. Lot's aay aa ailra » aUaatoa a day laoVI Uiat worth aav(>■ II.«M of row aooooj Wo'vo got BOOM aaortatooU thai art aa oka or
akor tho* Ihooo "rloo." to taaipu. W* woo't oar *•* >'•"* "»'">"' —
hot woll arovtdo TOO with a dam nit, aoortoMnt aod a rhaattO to aav*
rlf 11.000 ooit roar aod ha*o UM HOM of row lift.

CONSIDER THIS
Our ever) day low price* tor top quality «yct,lasses with lenses lo your presciptKNi. your choice
of over 1000 current fashion frames, and the most
meticulous, profensional fitting and service you
can buy anywhere, at any price Only plastic,
tinted, oversize or overpower lenses priced higher

PANTRY
FOOD MART

i KENNETH G. BAKER O.D. |
Euro Priced Seperaidy

Boreas - 1MX fare

ORANGE
JUICE

ICE
CREAM

A

\i\\u.i

■

ISSORTEO FLAVORS
MjoaL
ela.

1?

mot

$

1.39

MINI

baa

iVE HAVE IT ALL-SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYOI
602 SECOND: Private home with 5 unique apartments
you must see to appreciate I
#1 - 2 bedroom, carpeted, unfurnished
82 - 1 bedroom, carpeted, unfurnished
83 - 1 bedroom, carpeted, unfurnished
#4 - 1 bedroom, carpeted, partially furnished
85 - Efficiency, carpeted, furnished
322 1/2 E. MERRYtl bdrm furn. carpeted. Close to campus.
Not in complex, more like a home than an apartment.
245 N. PROSPECT: 1 bdrm turn, apartments for graduate students
,wery quiet building & close to campus!
317 E. REED: Close to campus. 1 & 2 bdrm apts.
furnished or unfurnished-only 5 yrs old-great condition!
60S SECOND STREET: Close to campus. 1 bdrm. unfurnished
1 available furnished carpeted

LsURORT 0ETER6ERT

menu UHKCU cum rets
IROIflDUlUT

NEWL0VE
MANAGEMENT

Tide

SINGLES

354-3951

328 S. MAIN 352-5620

Regular or Diet

FROM CORCERTRin

lourl $129
iimihi it\<.i

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. TIL 1 A.M.

THI6WflYT05TOREWIDE 5AYIMG5
Sal* Prktt Good Wodnoidoy.
February 29 thru Saturday.
March 10. ttM.

Biftl at* yom'n ha.iif tho thaw or TOW lift. Yoo an* not roalUt H hot
il'i troo Takt adtaatat* of it. Ha*t a hUat. (Jot row rooowtoa wiotU.
Tafco roo a*d roar rooouoatoo 11.000 tart a fa aad fo whin walor raft log.
to rTortdo or tho Bahaaau. or aao It to takt a whole aortoa of aaioi iriao or
■atiaojtoraa. Thao* will ha tho llaaoa Out TOO'II now tabor oml ao wfcj not
aaaka tto aaoal of thooj. Tor iafonoatioo on oor on* aod Iwo bodroom
>U rail or ttoo h? TM Maavtlla.

Noncman Krai Kstalr Companj

425 EAST
W00STER STREET]

PHONE: 352-8723

7 DUVS TIL mmnicHT

Lady Bordin

EYES EXAMINED BY

lion
\ka\

•FREE ESTIMATES*
20% Off Complete Exhaust System

Looking tor...
SEASONAL

ITS YOUR CHOICE!

188

*

FOR THE TIME Of YOUB Vltt

iiin\ ii.(

$'

of Kentucky, sugaring a
tough loss to the Wildcats
3-1.
The first half was played
with great defense on both
sides. The lone goal was
scored with four mlniaai
remaining in the first half
by a Wildcat midfielder.
The second half had a
little more scoring by bath
teams, but not much. Palcons midfielder Kevin
Andres managed to slip a
nice backhand abet past
the Wildcat goalie, »«■*"
scored two goals to
the victory.

20 si.

I slices
I at.

SOI

99 c
Eckrioh

Rallies

Doritos

PREMIUM
SKTIRE eueiEis

85

1*.
eei

SM0K»Y« LINKS
$139

TORTILU COM dm
!•! J2.0I

II Oh $
ka|

If9

/

II at,
ak*

BEER & WINE AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES!
T

DELISHOPPE
SPECIALS,

.

.'

• FRESH DONUTS • HOT FOOD TO GO • HOT COFFEE • PARTY TRAYS •
• SOUPS - SALADS • HOT CHOCOLATE • BAGELS •

Hot Pepper

Boiled

CHEESE

CHEESE
$ 19
lb.

2

i

Baby Swiss

$179
lb.

$489
lb.
.
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
BACCHUS HHU weekly on
Wedneedeye el 8:00 pm "SI5LM
Science BMg Here's your chance to
pat Invotvedl Everyone weloome.
Cape and Gowne
John Buckenmyer Director ol ma
UHvanWy BookUora would »• to
ramM canaMaiaa lot May 12 comwnoamart to place thee order enmadtatoty lor cap and gown reoaea at
ma University Bookstore. Student
Services BUg No caah » needed *
e^lme the meeturettvanisara taken.
Mr BQSU Body Buadlng ConMal
Saturday March 10. 1984. Eppter
SouBiOytn
Prejudging 4:00 PM. Final Judging
8:00 PM
Adnauion $2 00 par ahow. $3 00
Tickets sveesDie n ma weight room «
lha baaamanl ol Epptor South or at
ma door
Pre-Regwlreeon lor tha Markatlng
CU> CNcago Tnp *• Da naU
Wednesday. March 7 at 7:30 p.m In
the BA lounge
The MM laaacleaee a.
II
Monti Oreene, Chairman el LRQ
Aaaodataa and former Dlraetor ol J.
Walt.r
Thompson Advertlelno,
Agency. He aM apeak on 'Experience! el a Top Advertising Man.'
Today from 441 el the Town Room,

uvarereity Performing Dancers
March fl ■ 10. 8:00 pm
Meki AurMonurn
Student! $1 SO Adults $2 80
Tickets Aveestas At Ooot
WHALER SAILOR AND HIS MATES
LOSER DUOES OF THE YEAR
UNITE!
WHAT DOES SWINGING AND *»
OOW SILS HAVE IN COMMON
ANYWAY?
WOMEN IN BUSM4US
Meeting March 7, 7:30 p.m.
121 Haves "Wardrobe Imoalmenl"
Ui Conoey from c.iuii Comer
Kef picture vat be taken.
AppHcaHona lee elecMone

LOST AND FOUND
LOST CamouHaae waM at Rec
Center Sun en 3723036. w/any
"formation Reward!

RIDES

NORTH CAROLINA RIDES
A etecu tor 1PRIN0 SHEAR'
WU4MQTON AND VtCfeTY
CONTACT GEORGE 352 2807

BACCHUS meeta weekly on
Wednesdays at 8 00 pm siSISUIe
Science Btdg Here's your chance to
gat Invohedl Everyone welcome

Ride needed tor 2 to Port CoamOue
Airport on Thuraday. March 16 after
4:00 p.m. to catch an evening fight
Wl hat) ahare gea axpanaea Pteaee
cal Dana. 352-2118 or Barb 3541806.

JACK'S BAKERY
ICE CREAM DELIVERY
154-1001
EVENINGS

SERVICES OFFERED

BG Recycle Day Saturday. March 10.
horn 8-2 Jeycee Recycle Center.
PoeRd

feM-To-rtew Shop
Clomng 4 Houaeweree priced low
OpenTuea 1(M a Frl. 1-7
SI Atoyaota School. 2nd floor

TONMHTI
Wesley 1 Company
Male Eaotlc Dancers
Doors Open at i 00
Men admitted at 11:00
10 yr. oMs admitted tonight
MAM ST.

TUTORING
Base Math - Algebra - CaKutui
RiadUg - Grammar - Composition
CeM74>3348 after 6 pm.
OAKHUBST LEARfNtNG CENTER
NEED TYPING?
Sm year earwig BQSU Student!
CM Now! Nancy 352-0808

Cheryl
Another roadtflp lo remember with
Lets gal physical' man Street scene
s the gang, and that lest high hurdleyou're one arid and radical mend I
hope them la many 'more'. Ak with
you-Ak with me
Remember mor
^^^^^^^^^

PERSONALS
Al ol you hendeome F» bowlers-get
set! We're gonna knock down mote
pea than anyone! «i> See ye Saturday'
Your coochoo. Tanya 8 Alee

Congratulation to Dana Oorbei tor
placing 3rd overel in lha PN Tau
rtaaHthel Oueene Conteeti We love
ya The Slaters ol Kappa Delta

ALPHA LAMBOA DELTA MEMBERS
DON'T MISS OUR TRIP TO BUTTONS ON MARCH 10! WERE
GOMG TO PARTY WITH THE UT
CHAPTER IF YOU WANT TO JOIN
US. MEET IN FRONT OF THE UNION
AT 8:00 PM FREE PASSES TO
GET M VWLL BE GIVEN ON A FIRST
COME. FIRST SERVED BASIS ANYONE WHO CAN DRIVE PLEASE
SHOW UP A LITTLE EARLY AND
HELP US ALL GET TO THE FUN'

CONGRATULATIONS TO
CRAtQ MOLE' MOELLER.
PHI KAPPA PS! BROTHER OF THE
WEEK THE BROTHERS
Congratulstiona FUI'S on winning the
PN Tau B-Bal Marathon Thais the
way to keep up thai PHI QAM B-Bal
tradition '83' Fraternity champs now
'84 marathon champs Way to go
purple and wheel
Congratulations Theta Chi A-Team
Besketball. Pet Psyched.
Congratulations to Marian Matcheno
the new scholarship cfaarrnan for
Penhatenic Council to Kelly Price,
the new USG rapreaentative We're
al ao proud ol you both' You'l mekeauch lantastlc Panheaanic cound
members' Love-The sisters of
Gamma PtsBela
Rush Alpha Sigma Phi
Lie sii
7:30 Tontlot

Apply now lor 1984-85 PROUT
PROGRAM Pick up sppacaBons al

RlUdenca Ufa or Mam Deok m
YOUR hee-Retum by March 12

AaMey SSelf: Yew Melee ere lenieeSct Thanks tor reeking I he hell i
greet piece to Use we an appreciate
K. Yea re not only Intelligent but FA
tool Losers.

Do you like volleyball?
Do you like racquetball?
Than you'll love wellybellll Starting
March 8th, Waltybell will be open to
all st the SRC Every Thursday night
an lacsusihal court 12 trom 90018*0 pre. Cheek H out-

Attention Everyone: Ra not apeaad
FtoTs. nor FIJI, nor Flgee'a. Its
FLU'S' It won't be tough to ape! or
lor get after that Jmrwialing wet In the
PN Tau B-BeJ Marathon Remember
FUI

DEAR BROTHERS OF SIGMA CM
Thank you ao much lot choosing me
as Sweetheart ol Sigma Chi It la bom
an honor and a prtvesdge Sigma Chi
is deflrttery number onei You guys
we the beat>
Love. Nickle

ATTENTION STUDENT PERSONNEL
ASSOCIATION. THERE WILL BE A
SOCIAL EVENT AT MARK'S AT 8 00
P M. ON MARCH 7 BE THERE - IT
WILL BE FUN!

ATTENTION BGSU SUNaMTHfERSI
Surfs up but our prtoee arentl Prom
luet 8108.00 - spend 7 fun-Mad
deye m tunny Florida. Cat tor your
eel or organize s amal group 4 travel
FREEi Greet tor dubs, tool Cat LUV
TOW (8001 388-2008. ask lor

Is st Friday r»eM we cheered tor s

Love, The PM Pel's
ELECT PETE 1AHNER i
CHMST
U.I.O. PRE8JVICE ■!■».

ADOPTION: Loving profeeeionel couple wejnee to edopt Intent Al medical
IHItim paid Cal 813-482-0948
8am-8pm.

mmcM n«», lee.
Gat payched for the annual Gemma
PN Beta BOWLING TOURNEY-Sat.
March 7. HAPPY HOURS al Marks
tolowtng the FUNI
Happy Anniversary
DOWNTOWN
Celebrate wth CfsCI
HAVE A CASE OF THE ENJOYS
Happy Hour Everyday 4-8 pm
DOWNTOWN-MILLER UOHT
Have a oasa of the entoya
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-8 pm
DOWNTOWN - CtNCI
Hey Phi Mu bowlers-Keery. Amy.
Shety and Mcheas' Start practicing
because we're gonna be first n the
Gamma Phi Beta bowing tourney'
With your bowing and our coaching
we can't misal
Your coaches Came and Beth
TOMOHTI
Weetey * Company
Male Exotic Dancers
Doors Open at 1:00
Men sdmrtled at 11:00
18 yr olds admitted tonight
MAJNST.
Jm Micaey. and Kip,

Fantastic lob on the Beeketoel Met
alnonl
The Brothers ol PW Kappa Tau
JOURNALISM 300
APPLICATIONS
ABE DUE
Little Taiwan - I thmk I'm faflng In
love I'd ske lo be you up On more
ways than one). How about Downtown on Thuraday nee?
Malt.
Weekend got olf to a great atari Thur
Nas. Set MM was adventurous to
say the least Dinner and dancing was
terrific at wets you. Thanks for a
wonderful lime Love.-Juas
Good )ob on ManH Oresl

aM vow work. The
ttoeMP*^B<e»sn^

Deye.
Oeyeel
Thee eesl Mas ai»*sa.

Abortion, Prttgancy Tim,

nhssx.waa
•m ■ i..l«H eeort lll~l»
lltM em Cess* Beat!
8UNOAY. MARCH 11
7*6 111 M
OUUT St-fAXM: PwatT yajMt
SWMANUD

YOU OUY8 APC SO CLA88YQOTTA LOVE .THOBE BOXERS!
THANKS FOP, A QWEAT TEA LET'S
00 IT AQAtl SOON!
THE OAMUA PMSI
UI' 81s

Teaaea,r*«
Super ft, * — m tou baHiiMsl
natation PN Mu'a Fkat place In apim
and 2nd In overel cornpotlon Keep
at apW BBSIQI do PW Mu.
The Alpha Stoa would aka to oongrat-

Bob Wade to AnHa Parker
Joe Smith to Katrry Joyce
F-aulKoesaitoAwyAari
The 8Yot>en> Ol M Kappa Tau wish
to extend their mar*, la everyone
Mareewnf«lt»Ct**en«rVasource
Center t wee a big euoceea because
ct one thing: "Oreek Urwy"

TIM arotiere of PM Ksaps Tau

Year Alpha Tea Oeuea Malheia
UAO OAYTONA TUP
>4urrnatonslMlieng

Tha brotwra of Alpha Sigma Ml
would Ike to wleh Cmdy and Be
Deal of tuck M the upntMart) U80

WFAl art
NasM. There. Mareh I

Whoa I
WnO t FT»1 Pwwalasaf?

DELIVERED EVENINOS
354-1001

Wfj'r- ao proud of our brat-wo «
made the Greek who's who'. Can
oretuaatona The Alpha Siga

PN Pal's You guys are fuel lemfic
Thanks for your support al tha marathon and a great Ms atterwarde
We're looking forward to more great
times Love, the PN Mu's

PROUT HALL

IteaaaWP WA8HIN0T0N
I M ALL FtELOS ANO
I paa oppottunasae to work
wth preaidenaal campaign commatees, raaaonsj patty cornmitteea. campaign coneuMng Rrins, oongreaalonel
and MaaaVM osmpalrjn conaTsTteea.
and lobby and etudy groups such as
the Netonal ftoanttebQn lor Women
end the Natontl Coneervatrve Potti
OM Acton Committee APPLICATION
OEABUNE Apr! 2. For mlormanon.
contact Nancy kkaer. Center tor
Educ Optone. 231 Admin BUg
(372-0202).

TOeSOMT!

WesssytOi n i
mil ■ ill Dsmsri
Deere Open at 8*0
eee» lilt nail at 11:**
Irr.aMeAeMHedTm^tM

School "iMHaltilrta. 814 98 prepMd
ITm Hill deavety Cal 814-8521282 or wn» *»> 471 London, OH
43140 for more tsomssasn.

FOR RENT

(SUMMER APT) available. 2nd 4
1+gh. 2 bedrooms. 285 month Cal

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMBER OF APTS. STeU
AVAIL. FOR FALL 4 SUMMER.
• 621 E. MERRY, NEAR OFFENHAUEh TOWER* 2 8DRM.I4 PERSONS
' 716-718 380 BT. 1 BDRM.
• BOCKLEDOE MANOR-SOUTH
COLLEGE 6 8TH BT. 2 BDRMS.
' 111 7TH ST. 2 BDRM.
• FORREST APTS. — SOUTH COLLEGE I NAPOLEAN - 2BORM
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE. 164-2280

352-0944
3 F '85 Business Motors need nonsmoking roomie to share apt. next
year Corner S Coasgs and Scott
Herraaon $i37/mo plus elec. Cal
Sheet 2-8778 or Sue 2-6123 NOW'
2 F. rmtes needed for 84 85 school
yaar. Campus Manor Cal Dawn, 28878.
1 F. needed to share apartment Large rooms, diehwesher, 2 lut
betha Cal 372-5987
F Roommate 84-85 yr SSeO'se
mestet 616 E Merry Cal Sandy al
2-5000.

1 Bdrm unfurnished apt aval, lot
summer sub-lesse 3 blocks fromcampus 354-2114-

FALL

Party Room For Rent
4-D'aClub
7» art High
362-9378 aWer 8 352-7324
Fourth annual A8WA antique show
andeela. March 10. 10 30-7. March
11, 11-8. at Bowing Green Senior
Hgh School Wast Poe Road. Bowl
tog Green |northwaal sdge). Two
rooms: 48 dealers Glassware. iewSky, pottery, furniture, primitives.
dots, toys and other Rams. Special
guests: Authors Sharon art Bob
HuvJord 81.25 faaasaatW 1*1 «*»
Weed) Foodaerved
t art Shorts-20% Cf
Falcon House 140 E. Wooater
362-3810

TrjMOMT
8:80 1st l,
\jNrrY84'

MLKIE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

8 OAVt T8J. H8XL8 ANOEL8
1 DAYS TILL MELL8 ANOEL8

Swkn

we're proud of you!
JACK'S BAKERY

Center for Choice
Toledo (419) 265-7788

Female roommate needed
Summer Semeater $135 00 mo
PooH Cal Juaa 362-7802

Support BO Hockey
Fret PaMtts Cap- w/purcheae
Falcon Houaa-140 E Wooater
382-3.10
WOMEN'S CUNK
Cotnprehenetve obstetrics
and Oyneootogy
ConSrsoapaVa Servicea.
V 0 Tests art Treatment
Terrnlnatona up to 10 weeks
Free Pregnancy Testing 241-2471
WOOXD YOU BE WliMBItl) M
OBTTIM BrVOLVID ANO HAVBM
FUN AT THE 8AME TIME? F 80 ...
THaJ ■ FOB YOU!
USM MEE08 YOLUNTEEB8 TO
WO"* ELECTION POLLS MAhCH
II • 14 FBOM 8 AM TO 5 P.M. IF
WTlAsUTEO, CONTACT MATT
1784484, 08) KELLY HH844.

2 bdrm. unhjtn. apt. $265 'mo and
uM Subtotal for 2 mos Avaaabla
anytime from March 15 - Aptl I
354-1389

HELP WANTED
See YMCA Storer Camps Representatlvee al today at Camp Placement
Day for detail on a summer you'l
never forget1

3 bdrm. furn. duplex, garage. 8300
avg mo rent 354-1279.
Smeh/Boggs RentalHouses 4 Apia lor '84-85 school
year. 352-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8917 after 6

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam and Trim Down
Camps Tennis. Dance. Shmnaabca.
WSI. Amettca. NutritKWDietetlca 20
ptua
Separate gins' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Colags Campuses at Mass..
Perm . No Caroline. Can Send resume Machete Friedman. Director.
847 I toward Of. No Woodmete.
NY. 11581,518-374-0788.

Now leasing for tal 2 bdrm unfurnished 834 Scott Hamston $1200
semeater. 1 bik from campus. Cal
Betty Baker 352 9110
Fum. bdrm. apts. 8 nouses
382-7454
Before 5
NOW RENTING FOR
1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM . FURN. APT.
HEAT, SEWAGE. WATER I CABLE
TV PAID BY OWNER $585 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE. CALL 352-7182 BE
TWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR F8CH.

WANTED: terWora to perllclpate In
ruetrrh on hoar people make empleymenl decisions. Takee 1 — 2
nrs. You will receive 15.80 end
feedback on your decisions. For
mere Into, call 362-7787 (eve.) or
leave name 1 no. st 372-2301

Campus Manor now renting for eummer A tal next to Campus A Convenience Stores, dose to town. 3529302 24 rvs or Newtove Mgmt Co
352-5820

FOR SALE
For Sale teaksrnlchl 480 stereo cassette deck One year old, mint oondtBon, metal caoeble OrtgUnaly coat
$450. Askrig S275 354-2839

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LAME VARIETY
fO PLEASE EVERYONE- RENTALS]
ABC IXMNQ FAST. FOR A FREE
MOCHURE CALL 162-8820

Wooden HUng ceMnet 820, manual
typewrtter 110. Ideal tot student on
. 184-1247
Ervjash darts A accessories
PutceTa Beta Shop
131 W Wooater SI 352-6284
U''desmetet brass tray Irom Middle East. Excellent wall henglng.
Make aWar. 1H-H84.

223 v, North Prospect: Three bedroom upper duplex In oMer neigh
berhood. Cloaa to campus Large
prtsata yard. Unlumlshed. Cal
Newtove Manegement, 162^828.

1876 Toyota Corolla. No met,'tellable, goad mileage. AMIFM ca.
aette, new battery 61,000 miles 82JMW or beat otter 352-33S4.

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Ait conditioned futry carpeted, cable
vision, efficiencies, laundry facetles
Now leasrvj for summer 6 tal.
461 Thurttln Ave 352-5435

FENDER TWIN REVERB MODIFIED
LKE MESA'BOOGIE EXCELLENT
CCTSPITION 8350 352-1886
STEREO RECEIVER WITH 8TRACK AND SEP. TURNTABLE
TWO MCS SERIES SPEAKERS
AND ONE PIONEER SI 75 00 CALL
TROY 372 5064

WANTED

FOR SALE: ONE UAO DAYTONA
BEACH TICKET. $150 00 WILL
COMPROMISE 2 4686

t M. Smoker tor kj. house. 2 bks
trom camp Cal 354 2281 of 3728336

13". Black A White TV. General
Eiectnc Product Exceaant condition
beat otter Moving must eel 372
2630

One bdrm turn apts dose to campus 352-5239 before 5
FALL A SUMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS-H BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4871 day Of 352-1800 eve
2 bedroom newly furnished apts
Now rentmg for '84-86 FREE sate
lie TV Cal 352 2663
1 bdrm apt 12 mo kseae Startng kl
May *176/mo A utl Ph 3522287

Buff Apartments

MHHIJ MClHIlil
nnun UIII:IHI«

IJIH IMIJI MlllIM

mORE FUN THRN fl HUfTlflN
SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO HAVE !
APPLICATIONS AT EACH RESIDENCE HALL
DESK AND 425 STUDENT
SERVICES BUILDING
Due March 12, 1984

Frazee Ave.
Apartments

Ridge Manor Apts.
519 Ridge St.
2 bedroom
furnished townhouse

634,656,670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments

2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate - $435/mo & gas
4 man rate - $450/mo & gas

Upper Units $450/mo «S elec.
Basement Units $400/mo &elec.
East Merry Apartments

516 E. Merry Ave.

Field Manor Apts.

542 and 560 Frazee Ave.
2 Bedrm furn. apt. with
519 Leroy
garbage disposals & dish washers Upper Units - $475 mo. & elec.
Basement Units - $450 mo. & elec.
Upper Units
$2388/sem & elec.
Call Greenbriar, Inc.
Basement Units
$2028/sem & elec.
3520717

.ivaumimiim-

•eMVHdnaRM tpNurattmn

MINI

The Thrill
of Flying

HwWfcW

It can be yours as an Air
Force pilot.
It's not
easy, but the rewards
are great. You'll have
all the Air Force advantages such as 30 days of
vacation with pay each
year
and
complete
medical care — and
much more. H you're a
college
graduate
or
soon
will
be,
AIM
HIGH
See an Air
Force
recruiter
(or
details about
Officer
Training School and
plbt training.*
Contact: TSgt. Gerry
Call Collect:
(419)352-5138

BENEFITS AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIA TION

MARCH 11, 1984
1-4
•EPPLER SOUTH GYM
•PLEDGE SHEETS AVAILABLE IN RM 201 EPPLER SOUTH
I'JUMP IN TEAMS OF M OR COME
ALONE AND JOIN ATEAM
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED, MUSIC TOO!!!

Acnon
Wa+ghti ot a kind
Bosyr community
Muihroompart
Inilght

15 Looewn
16 On*
kind
17 EnvifOMtwit
18 High: Prallx
19 Moras ch»tactar
JO Shot last
21 LlatotadlbltM
24 Rink great
25(>Jt*BITjllOW
J6 Pennsylvania port
27 Rivai at Braman
29 Ooaotaa ol
aflrtcullura
33 Ignored
37 Put to akeap.
In a way
36 SatallltM
39 Jack Froat's
•ffBCt
41 Spaclal lalanl
42 Intrtgus
43 Lawyer Darrow
«N0«)*PB-aC8PrlI8
wtnrnr. 1978
47 Air Marsnal
Batbo
48 Country on tha
Caspian Sat
SOMIqur-l
nacesilty
51 Org of 1948

54
58
55
80
81
64
68
68
67
68
69

Housanoid luxury
Ika't command
ftsapicl
Inland
Ell|ah's
succaaaor
Habitation
ayllab+sa
Aural
Inthamlddla
FHurdS i
Emulatsd Yankee
Doodle
Hankers lor

DOWN
i BrM stags
appearance

2 Quaker gray
3 Schoolbsg Itsm
4
5
«
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22

Gallic Irlsnd
Qorfbagltam
Ratxifted
Symoolol
approval
Jail 10 Mull
Famous fur
marchanl ol old
CHvlna
Musical ending
—stlort
Gourmet's
choice
Norwafllan
prsywftgnt

23 Like some
excuses?
25 Ranch animals
28 Decree
.
30 Horse color

31 The Red"
32 Withered
33 Game officials
34 Vincent Lopez
theme song
35 Parka fsature
38 Involve
40 Pigtail
41 Splitting tool
44 Medieval
chemical science
46 Selsmogrephlc
|olt
47 Llks some floors
49 Acid: Comb, form
51 Scandinavian
gods
52 One ol the
Vermont Aliens
53 Warming pieces
54 Silver coin ot
China
56 Out of kilter
58 Memorable
Washington
nickname
57
and for all
82 One ol the
Grama
63 Mountain on
Crets

Mil ||

111*14: i HDiinn nr.Mii
I1HI1I4 lllirillll IIIH4I4

JUMP ROPE FOR YOUR HEART
DELTA PSI KAPPA'S ANNUAL
JUMP-A-THON

1
7
11
14

n mu

mil ii i nun i
i iiiiniiiiij
HHMCl
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Nt*r renting for 1984-85
2Mnn.fumisheiiApr$.
He«t, Sawg«, IrVater & Cable paid
for by owner
♦585.00 per semester per person
witi.4people
CAtL?$l-7iti

11111111
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